GRADE 4: Tuesday

6th

October

Notes for today: Check-in link: https://forms.gle/fBwx7SiFfENQR8PTA
(ASSESSMENT TASKS HIGHLIGHTED PINK MUST BE UPLOADED TO FILES BY FRIDAY)
Check the ‘Daily Overview’ on the ‘General Channel’ and remember to upload your work.

READING

WRITING

MATHS

INQUIRY/OTHER

Learning intention

Learning intention

Learning intention

Learning intention

We are learning about sentences.

We are learning about rhetorical questions.

We are learning about money.

We are making choices about our learning.

Success Criteria

Success Criteria

Success Criteria

Success Criteria

I can identify the different parts of a
sentence.
I can identify the purpose of a sentence.

I can create a rhetorical question.

I can explain different ways of getting a given
amount of money.

I can select an emotional and mental
wellbeing activity to complete and reflect on.

Task

Task

Task

Task

Today’s sentence is from a story titled ‘Fox’
by Margaret Wild and Ron Brooks.
Watch the story here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hkk65d
XDBKo&ab_channel=ColetteJoannidis

ACTIVITY:
Click the link to understand what a rhetorical
question is.

ACTIVITY:
It’s your birthday and you have been given
$12.50 by one of your friends. 

Today we are focusing on EMOTIONAL AND
MENTAL WELLBEING.

ACTIVITY:
Complete the sentence study activity below
and be sure to include:
 The nouns, verbs and adjectives you see
in the given sentence.
 Name the punctuation used.
 Why the author wrote the sentence e.g.
to tell the reader about the characters/
setting.
 Words you still need to clarify (don’t
know the meaning of).
 Why “Dog” starts with a capital D in that
sentence.

Your goal is to come up with at least 10
different ways, using notes and coins to show
what $12.50 could look like.

ACTIVITY:
1. Select one task to complete from
the Inquiry choice board below.
2.

After completing the task, write a
reflection using the reflection
template.

3.

Upload your completed activity and
reflection to your files.

Here is an example:

Using the picture found below, create ten
rhetorical questions based on the topic.
Slide two will provide you with possible
rhetorical question starter.

1. $10 + $2 + 50c = $12.50
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Too hard?

Too hard?

Too hard?

Too hard?

Fill out as many parts of the sentence study
activity as you can.

Which of these questions are a rhetorical
question?

Come up with as many ways as you can to
make $5.

N/A

a) What is the difference between a rabbit
and a hare?
b) Do I look like I was born yesterday?

c) Are you crazy?
d) Do we have school tomorrow?
e) How many times must I tell you not to
run?

Too easy?

Too easy?

Too easy?

Too easy?

N/A

Write a persuasive paragraph on ‘People
waste so much food’. Use at least one of your
questions created.

Come up with as many ways as you can to
make $18.80. (At least 15)

N/A

Don’t have _________?

Don’t have _________?

Don’t have _________?

Don’t have _________?

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

READING: SENTENCE STUDY ACTIVITY

WRITING: RHETORICAL QUESTION PROMPT PICTURE

INQUIRY: Reflection Template and Inquiry Choice Board

Which task did you choose?

Why did you select that task?

How did it feel to complete that
task?

What did you learn or discover from
that task?

